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New statistics on the Atlantic slave trade show
remarkable findings
The study “Aggregate statistics on trafficker-destination relations in

the Atlantic slave trade”, by Prof. Philip Hans Franses and Dr Wilco

van den Heuvel of Erasmus School of Economics, reveals that of all

slaves who arrived in Dutch colonies, 37.4 % were transported by the

Portuguese, and 12.6 % by the Dutch.

Up to now it was unknown how many slaves, at an aggregate level, were transported to

where and by whom. The available aggregated data on the Atlantic slave trade in between

1519 and 1875 concern the numbers of slaves transported by a country and the numbers of

slaves who arrived at various destinations. Franses and Van den Heuvel filled in the void and estimated the trends in the deceases per

transporting country, and also estimated the fraction of slaves who went to own colonies or to others. They found that of all slaves who

arrived in Dutch colonies, 37.4 % were transported by the Portuguese, and 12.6 % by the Dutch. In addition, of all slaves who were transported

by the Dutch, 26.0 % went to Portuguese colonies, and 7.4 % to Dutch colonies. The Dutch seafarers had the most casualties, that is, 18.3 % of

the slaves carried by the Dutch did not make it across the Atlantic.

Professor Philip Hans Franses

Associate professor Wilco van den Heuvel

More information The study “Aggregate statistics on trafficker-destination relations in the Atlantic slave trade” will

be published in the September issue of International Journal of Maritime History.

 

For more information, please contact Ronald de Groot, Communications Officer at Erasmus

School of Economics, at rdegroot@ese.eur.nl, or +31 6 53 641 846.
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From: Frederick Ntow frederick.ntow@eur.nl
Subject: Atlantic Slave Trade Press Release

Date: 29 August 2019 at 16:58
To: rdegroot@ese.eur.nl

Dear Ronald,

I would like to speak to you about the article.

New statistics on the Atlantic slave trade show remarkable findings

https://www.eur.nl/en/news/new-statistics-atlantic-slave-trade-show-remarkable-findings

Essentially, the research is interesting and I would like to showcase it as an example of the socially impactful research we 
conduct at EUR.

The language of the article unfortunately needs some work and I wanted to speak to you about that especially if there will be 
further reference to this research.

My number is in my signature below. Please call when you have finished with your conversation.

All the best,

Frederick Ntow
Senior Communications Advisor
Marketing & Communications
Diversity O!ce
 
M    +31 (0)6 46813332
W    www.eur.nl

Visiting address / Room AB-47 /
Burgemeester Oudlaan 50 / 3062 PA Rotterdam
Postal address P.O.Box 1738 / 3000 DR Rotterdam /
The Netherlands



From: Frederick Ntow frederick.ntow@eur.nl
Subject: Re: Atlantic Slave Trade Press Release

Date: 3 September 2019 at 10:31
To: Ronald de Groot rdegroot@ese.eur.nl
Cc: Frederick Ntow frederick.ntow@eur.nl

Dear Ronald,

Thank you for your email.

I started to rewrite in track changes but the changes were so extensive I rewrote it completely.

Essentially the problems were twofold:

1) Why is it relevant?!- That was somewhat unclear insofar that readers today will not automatically interested about the 
statistical difference; this leads to point 2

2) The Tone- In minimising and neutralising the tone, the importance of the research is lost. Phrases like ‘did not make it across’ 
does not really help the reader understand that thousands/ if not millions died…a moral/human catastrophe as well as an 
economic one. Essentially, the immorality and scale of immorality is what makes this socially important and relevance of today, as 
the blueprint of modern global trade and capitalism had its roots in this system.

Needless to say I have tried to bring in 'the sell’ of the wider social and economic importance of understanding the largest forced 
migration in human history, and this can tie better with the 'social impact’ that EUR is so focused on these days.

If the changes are ok, I would like to be able to link it to our diversity and inclusion pages and other research at EUR related to 
this on our website as it is very interesting and important research.

Thank you very much for your help and I look forward to meeting for coffee after your holiday.

All the best,

Freddie
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Frederick Ntow
Senior Communications Advisor
Marketing & Communications
Diversity O!ce
 
M    +31 (0)6 46813332
W    www.eur.nl

Visiting address / Room AB-47 /
Burgemeester Oudlaan 50 / 3062 PA Rotterdam
Postal address P.O.Box 1738 / 3000 DR Rotterdam /
The Netherlands

On 2 Sep 2019, at 09:56, Ronald de Groot <rdegroot@ese.eur.nl> wrote:

Dear Frederick,
 
With regard to our telephone conversation of last week, I am looking forward to your 
text adjustments.
I am waiting for your reply!

 
Ronald de Groot



A new study at EUR offers new light on the dark history of slavery.  
 
Researchers from Erasmus School of Economics, Prof. Philip Hans Franses and Dr Wilco van 
den Heuvel’s study “Aggregate statistics on trafficker-destination relations in the Atlantic 
slave trade”, provides a clearer picture of the flows of enslaved people from Africa to the 
Americas during the Transatlantic slave trade, and their mortality rates for trafficking 
nations such as Portugal and The Netherlands. This research lays bare the complex 
economic interdependence underpinning the slave trade and scale of human suffering at 
the heart of this shameful period of history. 
 
Up to now, it was unknown how many enslaved people, at an aggregate level, were 
transported to, where they were trafficked to and by whom. The available aggregated data 
on the Atlantic slave trade between 1519 and 1875 concern the aggregate numbers of 
enslaved persons trafficked by each nation and the aggregate numbers of enslaved persons 
who arrived at various destinations, rather than providing an overall picture of where 
specifically enslaved Africans were trafficked to.  
 
Nevertheless, Franses and Van den Heuvel’s research has filled this void and provides the 
trend in mortality rates for enslaved people per each trafficking nation during their transit. 
It also estimates the proportion of people that were enslaved in colonies of the nation that 
they were trafficked by.  
 
It reveals that the majority of enslaved persons trafficked to Dutch colonies were acquired 
from other trafficking nations, with only 12.6 % trafficked by the Dutch. In comparison, of all 
enslaved persons that were trafficked by the Dutch, the majority (26.0 %) were trafficked to 
Portuguese colonies, with only 7.4 % to Dutch colonies. This begins to reveal the diverse 
approaches to trafficking during this period by the Dutch and other nations involved with 
slavery. 
 
Furthermore, Franses and Van den Heuvel discovered that enslaved persons trafficked by 
the Dutch suffered the most casualties, with 18.3 % dying in transit.  Death for enslaved 
people was typically through disease or illness, being killed by their captors or escaping 
captivity to almost certain death in cold ocean waters. 
 
This research is an important contribution to a growing body of scholarly research that 
illuminates our understanding of what was a dark period in our history and further 
underlines the global interests and economic interdependence that sustained this system. 


